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Comments now available on this site

Welcome to the BC Learning Outcomes blog. You’ll notice a new feature - comments.

You can make comments on any post, text, image, or link.

We want to create community, so please share your thoughts and ideas.

The Writing Center

The Writing Center emerged from a comprehensive study of Bakersfield College’s developmental education programs three years ago, undertaken by a team led by Dr. Hunter Boylan from the National Center for Developmental Education. That study, colloquially known as “the Boylan Report” and funded by Basic Skills Initiative (BSI) money, engaged multiple stakeholders, interviews, review of available data, and an in-depth look at “basic skills” across our campus. One of the most consistent recommendations throughout that report was that BC begin steps towards a comprehensive Writing Center.

In late 2010/early 2011, the Basic Skills Team, a group founded when the BSI funding originated some three years ago, met to prioritize plans for budgeting the
Assessment Reception Showcase 2011 - Participating Departments

24 campus departments participated in the first annual Outcomes Assessment Reception Showcase.

Academic Development
Admissions and Records
Academic Senate President Corry Rodriguez and Bernadette Towns watch videos of students describing SLOs.